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HE

July 23, 1948

The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
VOLUME SEVENTEEN

FULTON, KENTUOILY

FRIDAY, JULFALlati

NUMBER THIRTY

Thousands To Attend Horse Show Aug. 5th
HORSE SHOW ENTRIES TO JOLT 29
Class
IA

FULTON

.

1

Flicka
May -Allen
Star
Black Billie
Lady Flicka

Sale

•

Y 27
P. M.

3

n the Martin hiway
garage building on
auction. Equipment
4

Per

Dtal Tool Cheat
Lp and Dye Set
)rav GUA
Oitii
'ruler
lees

old at public andlOn.

Herman Lee Parks
Raymond Gambill
Billy Gregory
T. W. Stallins
Janet Cook
Walter Williams
Colie Aldridge

Dr. J. F. Harwood, Fulton
Raymond Gambill, Fulton
Billy and Betty Gregory,
Fulton
L. A. Clifton, Fulton
T. W. Stallins, Crutchfield
Paul Tutbeville Fulton
Walter Williams Dukedom
Colie Aldridge, Dukedom

H. R. Belew
H. R. Belew
H. R. Belew

Emmett Guy, Jackson,

(9) Black Silk
(10) Royal Serenade
(11) Pally
(5) Col. Billy
(12) Trigger
(13) Dood
(14) ,,Lovely Lady

H. R. Belew, Jackson, Tenn

Brown Stables, Fu,lton
Sawyer Stables, Fulton
John Frankum, Fulton
Mrs. Chas. Townes, Fulton
B. O. Copeland, Fulton
Mary Ellen Misehke, Fulton
Bud White, Fulton

Brenda Sue Brown
Leroy Sawyer
Raymond Campbell
Billy Gregory
Marvin Cardwell
Mary Ellen Mischke
Bud White

Class No. 3 Pony (14"2 and under)
Gypsey Queen
Dolly Dimples
Silver Bell
Cindy
Red Wing
Robin Hood
Pally
Col Billy
Lovely Lady

Brown Stables, Fulton
Brown Stables, Fulton
C. R. Dexter, Paducah
Bobby Dexter, Poducah
Carolyn Gay. Wickliffe
Sawyer Stables, Fulton
John Frankum, Fulton
Mrs. Chas. Townes. Fulton
Bud White, Fulton

Barbara K. Brown
Brenda Sue Brown
Kaye Christie
Anna Gale James
Carolyn Gay
Leroy Sawyer
Raymond Campbell
Betty Gregory
Bud White

Class No. 4 Junior Walking Horses (3 Years Old Open)
(20) Merry Warrior

Walter Partain

(21) Sweet Sue
(22) Pelham Queen
(23) Marie Ronkin

Bob Cocke
Fred Wiggins
T. T. Lancaster

(24) Nancy Allen
(25) H. Man of Destiny

H. O. Pounds
Ralph Henslee

(45) Mountain Bregae

Bill Harlan

Walter Partain, Henning.
Tennessee
Bob Cocke, Wickliffe, Ky.
W. W. Levon, Pelham, Tenn.
T. T. Lancaster, Bruceton,
Tennessee
11. O. Pounds, Martin. Tenn
Bonnie Cummings, Dukedom. Tenn.
Bill Harlan, Ripley, Tenn.

Class No. 5 Three Gaited Combination
(26) Astral Cloud
(271 Duke of Windsor
(28) Madison Knight

E. C. Walters
H. B. Parker
Billy Goodrich

F- C. Walters, Mayfield
Parker Stables Metropolis
Mrs. Aaron Bird3ong, Medina, Tenn.
Jane White. Fulton
„„Jeff Fulmer, Memplit1

(29 Carolina Moonbeam „lane White
• • 'Paul Raines
(44) manger's Eye

Bo!) Cocke, Wickliffe
H. S. Alexander, Clinton
F. H. Hogan, Huntington,
Tenn.
continued on page 8

For Women Only...It Had to Be...Truth
Revealed At Woman's Club Breakfast

acivculto.ges

rcEs . . •

f any other
quality!

that this pace-setting Chevivality advantage after major ;
not available in other cars in ,
iddition. Chevrolet prices are
id outstandingly lower than
ler car that even remotely
adity.
:and only Chevrolet offers the
f the original and outstanding
:tion Ride . . the Big-Car
dependability of a world's
i-Head engine ... the Big-Car
y of Body by Fisher . . . the
Fisher Unisteel construction. ,
ee-Action Ride and PositiveBrakes ... all at lowest prime— it
AV Veen MOM eeowitssel. even '
_t
-Trices or
xi compared wids-&
held.
in its
clonar value
hevrolet is first
mon in artforstorY:
is first in nation-vride demand

r.is FIRST!

CAROLINA MOONBEAM WITH JANE WHITE, FULTON, UP

HELLO WORLD
NIT. and Mrs. Russell Cruce
announce the birth of. a. seven
pound 13 ounce son born July
26 at tile Fulton Hospital.

BARKLEY IS FINE SENATOR TO MOST-EOLKS, TODAY WE FEATURE
LAT:HAM
-HAMMfitiLIMPEtTO HOWEtt

Bud Stanley who has been ill
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson in the Jones Clinic for severa1
To most folks around the
For Women only!
creation of pin-stripe seersuckAlben Barkley is a and children, John M. and Ger- ; days will undergo an operation
And its a good thing that it er pajamas with a dainty little
Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus Murray country,
trude of Paducah spent Sunday for gall bladder Tuesday of this
and Mrs. Joe Wingo, are the parents of a fine man and an able Senator,
was. :or if the male contingent chintz robe
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. week.
could have been on hand to see Davis in a flowing house-coat .. seyen pound eleven ounce son, but as far as Tom Howell out John
Thompson and Mrs. Lela
' born July 26 at the Fulton Hos.,on Route 1 is concerned, he is
the collective array of femi- .. as was Nell Greengrass
Mr. and Mrs. Boots Garner
; Pegrarn.
not
only
all
of
the
above,
but
;
pital,
1
are preparing to move to their
nine "pulchritude" at the Wom- Mrs. J. E. Campbell was there
also
the
best
half-hammer
in
new home in Dresden in the
shorts .
but Louise Killean's Club yesterday
morning
utr.per and the toughest wrestlenear future.
there oould be a mass exodus to brew went her one better and
that
he
ever
knew,
as
a
young
came
in
shorts
no woman's land. It was a Hy,
and
Brother Silas Griffith, the sail
man.
and in the bareof .7,-s Griffith of Delight, Ark.,
bareof fun and good' sportsladyship. footed
footed
depa
rtment was Mrs.
hut formerly of this community.
The occasion was the .come- '
"He could really jump" says
Roger Winstead clad i,n pajamwill preach at the Bible Union
as-you-are breakfast hatched in
Mr. Howell. "Whye,,,when we (m '
Church of Christ next Supd.isy
and that eager little
the fertile mind of the board as
brother and I) thought we
afternoon at 3 o'clock. You are
wer3er i
of directors of the Woman's Mrs. E. C. Grisham was whiskdoing well at-six feet, here'd
invited.
and she kept
Club to raise a few dollars for ed to the party
came Alben antjump Uor ,10
Kentucky
drivers
are
remindWe're real sorry to hear that
she
the club treasury and a look-see right on whisking because
feet. And wrestler . . . . as fast ed that
midnight, July 31 is the Mrs. Ida Grissom, the mother of
came fortified with her broom.1 All Veterans Administration
into the private lives of the
as mv brother Elzer and I got deadline for renewing motor
I
Contact
Officers
in
Kentucky
There were ladies with babes
Mrs. Claude Nelson, fell Saturlocal members, whose beauty
rill be open from 9:00 A.M. to up, Alben would throw us down. vehicle operator licenses at the day night and broke her leg.
was deep in the heart, for with- in arms and hair rolled in towElzer
"Alben, my brother
local Circuit Court Clerk's Of- She was carried to Fuller Gil.
P M Saturday, July 31, to
probably caught right 6:00
• ' out milady's compact beauty i, els
(now Dr. Howell) and I used to
in the middle of washing their assist veteran,s with the rein - play together out at old Uncle fice. Robert A. Thompson, Di liam Hospital in Mayfield by the
only in the soul.
rector of Local Relations, DeShe will be
, statement of their GI insurance.
beautiful tresses.
George Howell's iarm two miles partment of Revenue, said, "1 j
They came as they were
t hae
crkes for B
sorintehetrisine
it was announced today by H. W
It
was
not
all
had,
though.
Margaret Hall in Joe's not too
' north of Clinton when we were urge all drivers to get their lic- ing
nd
k B
Su
rou
s,eectoor
Onottlei o
1Farmer. 'Manager, VA's'Regional
new dressing
robe, complete There were the eager beavers Office, Louisville
16 years old. (Ed's note: 1894). enses this week to avoid penalAndersConn•
17ke
Mary
Nell
Wright,
Mrs.
J.
.•
•
-`,..
ith ip under the sleeve and
for Alben lived in Clinton at that ties for driving after August 1 from Illinois will begin a meetE.
Fall,
Sr.
and
stunning
daughthe
July 31 is
last 'flay
would you believe that lovely
time and was going to school at without valid licenses." He also ing at Bible Union Church of
lady plaits her hair for com- ter Susie Binford of New Or- easy reinstatment of ,r3J insuranea; Marvin College, where the hotel said, "It is the desire of the Christ to continue for a week
leans, Ruby McDade, Gladys that has lapsed more than three
pow stands. His father was a Department to make the job of This is a new prea.eher to most
fortable sleeping
she does
Moore, Hazel Scruggs and oth- months. Under liberal provisions,
renewing drivers' licenses as of us but he is a good speaker.
railroad section foreman.
because the plaits were hanging
veterans
ers
who
can
reiresate
their
probably
inwere
awake
nd she had to pay a quarter to
convenient aa possible. Many The public is invited to attend
"He graduated from Marvin
a long time before curtain call surance at a cost of twa monthly
drivers may find it convenient the services which will be at
Elizapush them back .
so that they wouldn't be caught premiums, providing their health College and went away some- to either send their old licenses. three in the afternoon and at
beth McDade wore a stunning
napping
or should we say is as good as when their insur- where, but when he came back together with one dollar, to the eight in the evening. Bro. Parand started running for office, I
.
scrapping the clothes heap. ance lapsed.
Circuit Court Clerk's Office by rot from Dresden will be in
Ladies
responsible for the
Mr. Farmer pointed put that voted for him every time. He's another person or by mail If charge of the singing,
delightful
get-to-gether were veterans may reinstate any the finest man I ever knew."
application is made by mail, a
Red Stafford is adding a pew
members of the hospitality com- amount from 81,000' to $10,000
Mr. Howell, who is 71 this ,
3 stamp, a well as the old lic- lunch room to his store which
mittee.
in any of the seven plena of in- month, recalled that Albea is ense, must be sent to the clerk." will be opened at an early date.
surance now available, which in. just four months younger than
Licenses may be secured in 'Miss Robbie Jane Carney has
Leon Evans has been admitted eludes term insurance as well him. which vrill make Barkley's •
.e past week with
Fulton from Miss Martha Smith, been ill for th
to Jones Hospital.
71st birthday in November.
as six permanent plans.
bronchitis.
!City Clerk at the City Hall.
A peepin' Tom, explain the
police, is a person who chooses
aanndd trrs
.. aE
n4
vishiteirn
eunt
mro
hams, Mrs. Hershel Floyd and a
to be a spectator in the windows
rernts
gpaM
Jana Floyd.
own
his
for
homes
of private
Bushart.
Mrs. Ruth Weems and Mrs. Mrs. Neal
amusement. And that's putting
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McfhaarTennie House visited their ,sismildly.
it
Mr, and Mrs. H. G.
'
Mts. Tie Finley Saturday af- son and
Evaline Yater; spent ter
Mrs. Georgia Ruth DeGheldor
Mrs. Allene Lowry and Mrs ! Mrs.
Jimmie Lowry and PenLowry,
But little Phoebe just laughed
ternoon.
nis LaRose attended church at
and laughed as she gathered and sops from Kansas City, Mis- Hattie Puckett were in Fulton ; Saturday with Mrs. Edith Yates.
Mr, and Mrs. Jim Raines at- Cuba, Sunday evening.
I Sunday afternoon -guests of
her littla diaper aroupd her souri spent the weekend with Tuesday afternoon.
1 Vacationing in Detroit, Mich-IMr. Lee Olive and Mr. and Mrs. tended the funeral of Mrs
Miss Jean Austin and Miss
plump Mtle tors'n a#1d coyly Mrs. Louise Olive.
the—sisede—clown-Jaecau.S. _ 1,11:. and Mrs. Tom Breedlove igan are Mr. Orby Bushart, Mr.j Jack Olive were Mrs. Lillie Raines uncle, Willie Wilson in Helen Crittendon visited Miss
Martin, Tenn., Sunday after- Mary Nell Morris Monday afshe wondered whether „this bus- and famil of Akron, Ohio are',Fred Waggoner, Mr. and Mrs.;Gorden, Bettye Gorden, Mr. and
„Aster. Mrs. Tommie I Albert Caldwell and Mrs. Emma I, Mrs. Rudolph Swann and Mar- noon.
ternoon.
iness of seeing peepin' Iron.* is vianheli
I lene, Mr. and Mrs. L, T. Wil.
Mrs. Lela Bushart and Ward continued on page 4
oc)*
Ur—Moore.;
!Grissom.
a fact or a frame of mind. ,

VA STAYS OPEN
FOR INSURANCE
AID TO VETERANS .

TOMORROW LAST
DAY TO RE-NEW
DRIVER'S PERMIT

Little
Phoebe

--meet the folks at ilot oa
. i '''
' int .entsitorc41 Alowyks
,

.
.tr

It's coming
next week ......_
August 5
the biggest, the
best, the most ontstanding evertt
so far this year.
its llte
Second Annual Kentucky-Tennessee Horse Show to be staged
at Fairfield Park by the Ameri-,
can Legion and assisting groups_
Sterling means the best in
silver, blue-white means perfection
in diamonds,
Swiss;
movement
means split-second
accuracy in watches, but White
and Company (Charles Gregory,
Russell Pitchford, James Warren, et al) means perfection and
showmanship when it comes to
staging a horse show. This year's
event promises to surpass the
most
successful occasions of
past years and indications point
to the fact that more than 75
entrants will prance and canter
before the judges to take the
handsome trophies and lucrative
prizes being offered.
Many are the added attractions this year. Foremost is the
Hammond organ that will grace
the eenterpiece of the ring with
Jimmy Richardson at the cos•
sole. Richardson is renowned ag
a "horse show organist" and has
perfected the instrument to such
an extent that tunes can be
played that beautifully harmonize with each class in the ring.
"They say"
that horses
turn to Jimmy for a tune-up before strutting before the judges.
(Only hear-say
the ed.)
At press time on Thursday entries had been received from six
states and with Bob White and
his pretty cohort, daughter Jane,
keeping the phone wires busy
for personal invitations to prominent horse owners, indications
are that there may be 100 horses
to vie for the many prizes.
Responsible for the efficient
arrangements are the following:
Bob White, general. chairman;
Charles Gregory. assistont rhairm.:.
,;
,--, Of al:. :roam-Imes. Russell
Pitchford secretary andk-CharIes
Gregory will serve as ring master. Elvis Myrick has been placedin charge of advertising.
i
Ticket sales will be handled
by Smith Atkins and R. O. Williams, in charge of box seats; C.
H. McDaniel, in charge of advance reserve seats;
Walter
Voelpel, Homer Weatherspoon
c
• h
ina rc
iehsa rge n
o f_
;
,
71d b.e°albcheretrsaanilds
I
;
Le
ey in charge of the grandstand.
Ticket takers will be Paris
Campbell, Alva Owens and Earl
Taylor, Sr.. at the grandstand;
Hunter Whitesell and
Jack
Speight at the vehicle gffte; Herman Easley, Kenneth Warner
and Hafford Mildsted at the
bleachers: Pete Roberts, Thomas
Exum. Russ Anderson. Edward
Campbell, Frank Hodges and
Charles Browder at the ring
boxes; and Charles R. Bennett,
Lean Hutcheni, Joe McAlister
and Johnson Hill at the main
gate.
Joe Treas. Ivan Jones, Jr., and
Robert Fowlkes have been placed on the exhibit certifying committee: Harry L,ee "Buck" Bushart will be at the entering gate
at the ring with Russell Johnson at the exit gate.
Other committees include the
chair committee, composed of
Ira Cloys. Louis Cardwell, James
Warren, Gilbert Bowlin, Paul M.
Bennett, James McKinney, E. W.
Younger. Harold Pewitt, Glyrui
Bard, Robert Pewitt, Finis Sandling, James Fortner. James Tuck,
Frank Barber, Can/os Jackson,
J. D. King, Stanley Jones. Elmer
McNatt, Neil McAlister, Jack
Cooper, Billie Ayers and Bill
Haj
iee
nlp
inee
.
orninittee--H. P. Allen.
Wick Smith, Neal Looney, Joe
Treas, C. H. McDaniel, Mac Ryan, William Scott, E. E. Williamson, Harold Mullins and Eugene
Howard.
Concessions —Frank Wigging,
James Meacharns, John Willey.
Leroy Latta, Hop Wood. Edgar
Drysdale, Jack Maddox, Bobby
Lowe, James Finley and Guy
Fry
ca
.
r parking—Milton Calliharn.
Bill Morris, Jones Gamblin. Allen Austin, Hassell Williams and
Ernest Jenkins.
Grounds— Raymond Stalling.
H. P. Allen, Clyde Fields, Charles
Browder, Neal Looney, J. O.
Simpson. Robert Batts, Harev
Bloodworth. Kelley Jones, W. O.
Greer, William L. Jolley, Jr..
Milford Jobe, Sergeant Nichol-,
son and Sergeant Avalon.

1.

(lass No. Two Yew Old Walking Horses
(21) Wilson's Ace High Bob Coeke
H. S. Alexander
(30) Sky Bird
Dr. F. H. Hogan
(31) Dusty Miller

,Y HOUSE. Owners.
ctioneer

UE
IkND

Six States To Be Represented in Legion's Second Annual Outstanding Event

C WM No. 2: (Pleasure Horses) —(Fulton County Only)

(15)
(9)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(10)
(111
(4)
(14)

!-HOUSE GARAGE

Owner and Address

Class No. 1 (Jumpers)
(8) Pegasus
(8) Sun Fire
(4) Hut

2

Rider

Horse

Colts Foaled in 1948
(1) Stoney
(2) Dolly Allen
(5) Beetle Bomb

(5)
(3)
(19)
(6)
(7)

IMENT CO.

Name of

4

- -,
..

•

vn

UCKY
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENT
on in Daytonia
Future Farmers to Hold 'vacati
Tampa, Fla.
, • ""\-State Meeting August 5
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Wcstphelin2
R. Paul and Johanna

A PRAYER FOR,
INNER STRENGTH

EDITORS and PUBLISHERS
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY

Notices and Political Cards
OBITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business ing department.
charged at the rates specified by advertis
Fulton $2.00 a year. ElseSubscription rates radius of 20 miles of
--3,ere $2.50 a year.
1933 at the post office a ,
'Iered as second class matter June 28,
3, 1879.
March
of
act
the
Jon, Kentucky, under

•
"I Am The Newspaper"

The Tourist Trade Is Important To Us.

tour sr
We have, on several occasions, estimated the
r for
business as a million-dollar-a-year income produce
alwaya
try
shall
we
and
Fulton and suburban area
the imto stay on our toes to driVe home to Fulton firms
.
busintss
big
this
to
of
catering
e
portanc
Association,
According to the American Automobile
touris
which certainly should know from experience, each
This
road.
the
cn
car spends an average of $18 a day while
and
gas
for
c
25';'
around
into
AAA
by
the
is broken down
oil and the other 75% for food and lodging.
Tourists lotA for cleanliness, courtesy convenience and
modern settings when thev stop for a service, and firms
who desire a slice of this business must ccnform

Mr. and itArs. Calvin Hutchins
and son, Charles Robert, spent
Sunday with friends at Reelfoot
I Lake.
The Nineteenth Annual Con- I Mr. and Mrs. Carl King have
Mr. and
vention of the Kentucky Future 'returned from a visit to
Farmers of America will be held Mrs. Osmer Peeples in St. Louis
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Ryan spent
Sunday in Columbus, Ky.
at Louisville, Kentucky August
Misses Mozzell and Carol King
5 and 6th.
Over one thousand Future spent the weekend with relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Rude11 Johns
,
Farmers throughout Kentucky in Mayfield.
have returned to their home in
are expected to attend. One of
Mayfield after a visit to Mt
the outstanding events of the
Mr. and Mrs. Manus Williams and Mrs. Mac Ryan on Martin
'
given
meeting will be a dinner
and ehildren spent Saturday with Highway.
I
by the Kentucky Chain Stores , relatives in Jackson, Tenn.
tes
Candida
Council for the 161
DeFarmer
ky
for the Kentuc
gree. This is the highest degree
th.
that may be awarded by
Kentucky Association of F.F.A.
Roy Starkley and his Circle
Fulton, Kentucky
Carr and Third Streets
Star Boys of WHAS will furnish
inment.
enterta
the
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
Several Future Farmer mei.
c.
are
County
Fultcn
from
bers
PHONE 7
7'
pected to attend the Convent(
WALTER VOELPEL
PAUL HORNBEAK
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
_
Director and Embalmer
r and Embalmer
Directo
ed
t
Houor
Smoo
Miss
MRS. .I. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
At Party Friday
Sarah Smoot, bride-ele,
Contract Funeral Home
cornr
of J. Mack Scates, was
for
.
with
night
manted Friday
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
C.
Mrs.
by'
given
ty
pa:
bridge.
D. tdwarcis at her horne on
West Street.
The honoree WaS attractive H
Fulton
:17Phone 201
217 Main St.
a trousseau froc.k of grey
u
a
ed
present
was
She
white,
Protect Your Inby tl •
safe - of vri carnatians
vestmentWit h Full
hostess.
'
At the close of the games hlrs.
_coverage
Fire
d
Hugh Ylac McClellan receive
All lending nistitutions, be•
E.
E.
Mrs.
and
high score prize
fore making a mortgage
Williamson received low.
aI
loan on property, insist on- ,
given
was
Srnoot
Miss
s.
Edward
Mrs.
fire insurance, equal to thc
by
vase
beaLtiful
Mrs.
loan value. That's good
The piest list included
of
ausiness sense. And it's senHefley
R.
E.
Mrs.
an,
McClell
Uble for you, too, to insure
Black
William
Mrs.
City.
Union
?our home and household
Mrs
Latta.
Gilson
Mrs.
stone,
goods to their full value to
K. P. Dalton, Jr., Mrs. Clyde
SOU.
Williams, Jr., Mrs. Jack Snow.,
Mrs. George Doyle. N1rs. Bob ,
White. Mrs. Elizabeth Snow, ;
Mrs. Lean Browder Mrs. Bob I
INSURANCE AGENCY
FULTON
208 Main
Binford. Mrs. E. E. Williamson,
Mrs. Joe Treas. and Mrs. Harold
Beach and

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

and shudder when we
Every now and then we pause
is ours as publishers
that
bility
responsi
think of the great
doctor who lives by his
of your newspaper. Like the
Florence Nightingale creed,
pocratic Oath, the hurse by her
we in the newspaper
Rule,
Golden
and the pious by the
author is unknown to
whose
creed,
a
by
guided
field are
reminder of the mighty
us, big whose teachings are a daily
weapon we-halel-ift-eti-a-hands,-take inventory of our
When it becomes necessary to
beautiful tribute to
stewardship •,ve go back and read that
er." Maybe
Newspap
the
am
"I
the Fourth Estate, entitled
be rabshould
we
Maybe
s.
ourselve
tell
we're wrong we
and
people
the
"against
ble-rousers. Maybe v.•e should be
belov,
printed
lines
the
read
• ator the putlic." But then we
nothing there -about people
, and we are reassured. It says
do not agree with us. It
they
because
rs
-polishe
apple
being
ter with a spleen
typewri
says nothing about sitting at the
ize and trounce
stigmat
e,
castigat
n,
full of venom to condem
cup of joy and
your
from
drink
we
says,
It
an.
air fellowm
hopeless, the
the
of
ion
sorrow. It says we are the inspirat
says many
it
says
it
ed,
champion- cf the oppress
for you to read and
it
printing
are
we
and
things
we feel whenever th's
keep so that you can feel what
on Friday morning.
home
little newspaper reaches your
"I am the Newspaper"
I am the Voice
"Born of the deep need of a nation
Tithes
the
of
of Now ...... the incarnate spirit
type" burns with the
arth of Things that are. My "cold
by arteries of wire
fed
am
I
action.
human
of
Ere-blood
cup of every joy
the
that girche the earth. I drink from
again with evborn
am
yet
death,
no
and sorrow. I know
every twilight.
with
noon
every
with
ery morn
new world's event.
I leap into fresh beginning with every
the brains
be
to
cease
me
"Those who created
of human
way
the
go
me
nourish
that
and heart's blood
majestic in ma
dissolution. Yet I live on ...... and on. I am
terrible in my
sublime in my yower
_ strength
boy who
ragged
the
as
tic
democra
as
yet
potentialities
a
penny.
for
me
sells
the Partner of Capi"I am the Consort of Kings
the hope•
the Brother of Toil. The Inspiration of
tal
on of
Champi
the
Needy
the
the right-arm of
leas
Criminal. I am
the
of
nce
Conscie
the
ed
the oppress
tragedy. My rethe epitome of the World's comedy and
stops to lis
world
the
and
sponsibility is Infinite. I speak
horizon.
the
flames
battle
and
word,
ten. I say the
am greater than
counsel peace, and the war lords obey. I
more powerful than any group. I am
any individual
directed, I arri
the dynamic force of public opinion. Rightly
ss and
happine
of
builder
A
nce.
Confide
of
Creator
the
azer
trail-bl
The
ce.
living. I am the backbone of Commer
the
am
I
sm.
pattoiti
of
teacher
am the
of prosperity.
civiof
voice
clarion
the
.
time
of
clock
the
hands of
lization. I am the Newspaper."

Friday, July 30, 1948

all dos, yet still cannot rernembet
'KNOW somehow that time teal heel dor toe 4 Imow
I canna we beeond tho wall of tears ..
Yet as the falling mho cool m ember.
This bate, grief. and that the pews will bring
my heart land comfort through the pear.
_.,,, So
Forgetfulness and peace. that scene toenotrow
knovr—but God, dear God. any need o great)
Verll hold no memory of my alining
the i1.1%1 strength that day to
al
GM
blurrIng
And I belpe dui there OM be •
Of the telexed edges of the werunds I btu,
Abd la my heart agarn will be the reining
Of Laugluer that hal long bees &son them

barna 5, California 3. Oklahoma 1, Puerto Rico 1, Pennsyl
.
Georgia
from
one
and
1
icut
Connect
3,
vania 2, Texas
l
Besides being at the intersection of three Nationa
point
g
stoppin
logical
a
and two State highways, Fulton is
five hours out of St. Louis, three out
for the tourist .
in beof Memphis and Nashville with no majcr cities
tween.

ATKINS, HOLMAN AND FIELDS

We submit that any who properly cater to this trade
here in Fulton will -do well.

PERSONALS
high club prize and Mrs. Jones
received loW.
.The hostess served a sandwich plate at the close of the
games.
Members playing were Mrs. J.
L. Janes, Jr., Mrs. Clyde Hill,
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Mrs. Morgan Omar, Mrs. Clyde
Jr., Mrs. Joe Treas
Picnic Given At Country •nd Miss Ann Godfrey.

Additional
Society

Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Pickering
weekend with his
spent the
Pickering and
brother, Roy
.Mrs. Pickering in Nlemphis.
- Mr. and Mrs. Van Latta and
children are spending their vacation in St. Louis, Mo.
- Mr. and Mrs. Claude Crocker
and children are spending their

rs —
Club Friday For Visito
ce Hold

Mr. and Mrs. Lawren
land and Dr. and Mrs. 1. H. Read
were hosts to a picnic Friday
night at the Country Club when
of
they .complimented their out
town guests and families,
Those attending were Mr. and
Jim. of
Mrs. J. L. Read and son,
n
Buffalo, N. Y., Mrs. Goldwy
Ancho
Lewis and children of
and
rage, Ky. Mrs. T. J. Mann
laughter, Mr. and Mrs. Patrick
Mann Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Davis
Mr.
and daughter, Mrs. Fleming,
and Mrs. C. T. Hopper and sons.
of
Jerry, David and Jeff all
Brownsville. Tenn., Mr. and MIS.
Alf Hornbeak and Read Holland.

•

This is the season for
•

Mrs. Jones Entertains
Thursday Bridge Club

Mrs. Stanley Jones entertained the Thursday night bridge
club at her home on Walnut
Street.
Two tables of regular members and two guests, Mrs. Jerry
Jena% and. Mra.- Gewir.Pee,.anioyed the evening of contract.
At the conclusion of the games
Mrs. Clyde Hill was awarded

and here is the first place to go

(40tiT SHoini

to the

standard.
We think that the residents of Fulton should be proud
of the fact that the two tourist courts and one restaurant
(Smith's) are all AAA-recommended; that the Fulton -hlotor Court has received the highly-desirable Duncan
Hines altroval, -and that Smith's in addition, has been
classed a Grade "A" restaurant by,the State and County,
and is the only restaurant to receive this top-notch
standing in the county. Fulton does have a good start toward offering tourists a pleasant opportunity to spend that
daily $13.50-per-car-per-day chunk for food and lcdging.
Another indication of the yolume of travel is the fatt
that there is at least ONE service station here (we won't
mention narnes) that pumps out more gasoline than any
other station in all west Kentucky, including Paducah.

World's Smallest Hearing
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to 6
Times More Clear Sound
• Here's new hearing clarity—with far
room sound intensity than before! And
wholly new hearing eomfort—minione
can now hear with no,er turned way
down. No buzzing, nG hollow sounds.
Beltone seta new standard of lifelik•
hearing.
CO free bookkt et arnaeing pont-

have been following the progress of the Motar
Court busineas here with much interest, particularly ou,
newest and !argest addition, the Felton Motor Courts or
We

highway

- '

and verage, week, the Fulton Mao!. '
During
Court Was host to residents of 22 states, the District of
Columbia and P-orto Rico for overnight stops. A breakdown of the rea'stration slips for this week shcwed that:
Illinois lad all other states with 21 cars, followed
closely by Tennessee with 20, Kentucky •with 13, Indiana
11 and Louis,iana, 10.
Other states represented included Wisconsin, 3 oats,
New York 4, Michigan 5, Arkansas 3, Florida 5, Misissipci
4, Missouri 3, Washington 1, Minnesota

1, Ohlo 3, Ala-

FREE

Aar facts on deafnesa. Plain wrappet -- no 011141,1 ion. C ors, r n,
pi 0,, or Aga coupon
r

iYefrom,c;:,',IfIf'o".7!:.r".i7. .ep%.
FCREheOST Oeilf-llirsIT
14CANING AID

Oldsmobile Pre-Vacation Check-Up
on and'thorough check-up
For safety's sake ... bring your car in for a hibrieati
smoother performance.
before you drive away on your vacation. You'll enjoy
And above all, yon'll
shape.
tip-top
in
is
car
your
that
t
You'll feel confiden
the safety of your family
know that you've done everything possible to insure
care extremely important.
at a time when crowded summer roads make driving
modern equipment, and
the
cs,
mechani
trained
factorythe
have
we
find
You'll
to handle every job
takes
it
g
verythin
parts--e
the genuine Oltiamakale
for selvice soon!
promptly and cflicieirtiyi- Service first is safety ficst—so conicin

Lubrication - LuhrOai e clue.siK; change oi I
in engine, transmission, and differential
if necessary.
Brakes —Adjust brakes; or-line if needed.
Steering—Check %heel alignment, wheel
halanee, and steering inettlianism.
Engine -Analyze. and tune engine.
Safety lquIpment-- Check lights, horn,
windshield v•ipers, and all electrical
equipment: inspect tirm check ensiling
system, repair connections if needed.

'"-''''''=::.-"
'

O. A. ROLAND
IN 7:17, PADUCAH, KY.
in...mine

Marine service

I
Box 727, Padutah, Ky.
•
coat ot obreation

Plotter morel roe without
the urn frilEr Booklet of loots about
oxarsrAs and ihrtar to Oeerrotne It.
Name
Adana

Toes

-re

J

DEALER

YOUR

KENTUCKY MOIRM: COMPANY
210 E. State Line
Tu.is ;Tarry .1

Phone 1005
Taylor, Mutual Network, Moodily, awl Fridays

), 1948

•
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. Calvin Hutchins
les Robert, spent
•iends at Reelfoot
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It Pays To Advertise In The News!

. Ma.c Ryan spent
umbus, Ky.

Ladino Clover Doing Wonders Here

Zsozo ?etzu7:: lita4e eZeoc ?Vali

.on, Kentucky

VICE

BEEF CATTLE ON A GOOD LADINO CLOVER HOGS ON LADINO CLOVER on May 6, 1948.
PASTURE May 3, 1948, This pasture will pro. Ladino Clover makes an ideal hog pasture. Will
duce 500 pounds of beef per acre annually'.
save 20 percent of the seed cost.
Ladino is a perennial (giant , to the extent that there are now produced in this section. This
white) clover that was brought more than 12,000 acres in Fulton, clover has been grown primarily
r.nto Fulton County K.entucky !County and many thousands of as a pasture crop but produces
in 1939. It has proved its value i acres have been seeded in Ken- a high yield of good guality_leg.t5-Iiial fa:inters 'for' ten SeasTiniTfikkY and other states 'from seed'.
hay and seed.

HICKORY LOG

VOELPEL
1 Funeral
id Embalmer

I

l

Good Barl Q

L HOME

Misses Mary Homra, Martha
S-Sgt. and Mrs. James O.
Moore, Andy DeMyer anti Kath- !Hicks dnd daughter, Janie Sue,
rine taylor are on a vacation trip spent Saturday with her parto South Carolina, North Carolina ents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl King,
and points of interest in Florisouth of town.
da.

I

The Home of

lrs. Rude11 Johns
to their home in
r a visit to Mi
Ryan on Martin

Page 3

108 East Fourth Street
: trays kitchen chairs, stools etc., portunity to show them at that
'something to help every home- time
, maker make her home more liv.
Child care planning committee
able and attractive,
composed of Mrs. Billy McGe„NIIIIMMUS
:,1!IL!Ii211V1i11:1;;Z:1111:2111:;!ININIIMENEWIffiradirt!'
11
The planning committee com- hee, Mrs. Robert Thompson, Mrs.
The Dade Park Jockey Club posed of the following: Mrs. Roy John Watts, and Mrs. W. D. IVIcis mapping final plans for theED. Taylor,..county president, Mrs. Leod home demonstration agent
26-day racing meet scheduled to Harold Copeland, county home- met with Miss Florence Imlay.
get under way at the Westerr. 1 furnishing leader, Mrs. Claud specialist in -foods and ,childcare,
Kentucky racing plant located Middleton and Mrs. Harvey Bon- from the University of Kentucky
midway between Henderson, Ky, durant, community leaders, Mrs.
on July 12 to set up the program
and Evansville, Ind. The summer J. C. Lawson, a member of the
for the coming year.
session will open Saturday, Aug- year book committee and Mrs.
ust 7 and will close with a Labor W. D. McLeod home demonstraThere will be two groups first
Day Program, Monday, Septem- tion agent, met Miss Lovelady the beginners with day- time
ber 6.
July 9 in the basement of the meetings will have three lessons
James C. Ellis, president and Cayoe -Methodist church to work (1) habit formation, (2) activity
general manager, has announced
out details of the six major les- and equipment that will help dethat the minimum purse this
to be given by the special- velop good habits (3) discipline.
summer will be 5900, _v.ith one sisntns.
The second group is composed
or tv.-o 31,000 purses being offerof both parents who have finishPlans
were
also
rnade
for
e.ri each day. There will be five!
.
next Spring of ed two series of lessons. This
handicaps carrying purses of .window exhibits
1.500 and one—the Governor s ta,finished furniture. rugs and group meets at night and will
slip covered furniture.
study (I) books, magazines,
handicap—for 51,800.
Hatches Off Mondays and Wednesdays
Those who are working,on rugs movies and reading for children.
Applications for stalls are be
ing received daily and with the:and those who have nol. made (2) standards of health and (3)
We Will Be Hatching Thru August
closing of the track at Omaha al- their slipcovers vvill have an op- good food habits.
ter a successful meeting a large
number of thoroughbreds will be IV
shipped direct to Dade Park to ! I
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
start workouts on the Kentucky .1
. turf. Others will move on to ..1-Fulton
483
State Line St Phone
1 River Downs and Chicago for al 1
few weeks of active racing be-./
Personality"
,7
a
-Chicks With
fore being shipped to Dade.

DADE PARK RACING
OPENS ON AUGUST 7

R1AL ASS'N.

Fulton
our InWit h Full
wage

CHICKS
THRU

nistitutions, lac g a mortgage
perty, insist on.,
a2, equal to thc
That's good
se. And it's seni, too, to insure
and household
ir full value to

AUGUST

FIELDS
FULTON

FULTON HATCHERY

1

,I

i

S

tikaLrai -a •

alt
LP•
•

-From The Home Demonstra
lion Agent From Fulton Co

i

OCTANE=TAILORED

" dil, '

For best mileage, you want the best gas. GULF
gas' is octane-tailored to your Summertime
driving in the Mid-South. Our gas, like our service, is top-notch.
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

POLSGROVE
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

Serv!"
StatIon
FULTON, KY.

DRIVE-IN CAFE
PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS
(Formerly C & E Sandwich Shop)

Worm RemediesI t M44 MC..eettee

Turnip Seed

217 Main Street

Fulton

Get Rid of these Gremlins

1

10-Hole Metal Hog Feeders

t

BENNETT ELECTRIC

Fulton County Homernalv2rs
with Miss Venice
Lovelady.:
home furnishing specialist from
the University of Kentucky' made
final plans for the major projBy the Bottle
By the Casel
ect for the coming year.
The program as worked out It
Owned and Operated
will be of interest to every home- t
maker in the county. In addi-1 3
By RAY CLONTS
tion to refunishing furniture of 3
woods that will lend themselves afBar-B-Q by Leek Woods
t° natural finishes, lessons will I
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
be given cm painting and re- 5
decorating furniture of other g
HOURS: 7:30 A. M. to MIDNIGHT
3
woods, refinishing and reseating
Phone 9194
Depot Street
chairs, refinishing and paintine 1
wastebaskets. I ilillill1111111111115111111111111IIIIMMIMES1111111120811211111011111111IllinnInlallilliinnalifillnrillall1001111110211111I111110111EA
picture frames,

ICE COLD BEER

Discaree r atiisehe
irhy?NsWM?affil knoivn as
liMERICAS 010/CEST&SHER

A regular periodic check-up on your car is the
surest way
Minor

to avoid serious trouble later on.

adjustments cost so little,

yet add so

much to the pleasure and satisfaction of dricing. For every

kind of automobile service

from the

smallest adjustment to a complete

overhaul

take

advantage of our complete.

economical service.

•

RAD1AtORS
Cleaned -- Repaired -- Rebuilt
• •

MOTOR WORK
BLOCKS BORED, VALVES GROUND AND SEATED,
SLEEVES INSTALLED, MOTORS REBUILT

•
BODY AND FENDER WORIC
•
PAINTING
•
WRECKS REBUILT
•
ROTORS TUNED-UP
•
WHEELS ALIGNED 8z BALANCED
We use the famous

BEAR"EQUIPMENT

rBrewed the
True Pilsner Way from
Grains and

Costly Beer Grains Alone!
Check-Up

BOOK SHELVES, ODD PIECES! SURE!

change to! I

differential

!if nerded.
mut, wheel

We have many folk.s come in who are
just looking for an odd bookcase, what-not
shelf, small table. We are always glad to show
them around, help them select what they
and point out our LOW prices
want
next time!
Try us

horn.
eketrieal
•ck
needed.

L

E

•If you like beer, you'll really enjoy
)Sterling. It's brewed so that it tastes the
4rue Pilsner way. Switch to Sterling and
give it a real trial. Then try to enjoy a
heavy beer. Ask for Sterling today. Your
known as America's Choicest Pilsner.
Sterling Brewers, Inc., Evansville, Ind.

Exchange Furniture Co.
PH()NE 35

PROMPT SERVICE AND SPECIALIZED
MECHANICS ON ALL MAKES & MODEL:

taste will tell you why this ONE beer is

R

207 CHURCH ST.

GENUINE BUICK PARTS
Genuine International Truck Parts

Bob White
Motor Company

Premium Quality Pilsner

228 Fourth St.

Phone 60

a
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and
Walter Sullenger
DoyIe, Nirs. Eliza beth Mrs.
Stanley Jones, Mrs. K. P. Dalton.!George
Jack Snow, Mrs Johnnie and Cliff and Jerald
airs.
Snow,
iJr., Mrs. Jack Carter, Mrs. Tol!Clyde Williams, Jr., Mrs. C. D. Cherry.
bert Dallas, Mrs. Jasper Vowell.
Dennis Wayne LaRose of East !
Mrs. J. H. Maddox and
'Edwards.
Sen' Mrs. C. D. Jones. Mrs. Erl
St. Louis, is spending the week
Bob White.
airs.
Easley.
sing, Misses Betty Sue
v.ath Jimmie Allen Lowry.
Miss Sue Easley, Miss Barbara
Mrs. Will Ed Gossum of WatPHONE 926
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
Attend
Guests
McCollum,
IFulton
Joan
Ann Roberts,
ter Valley visited Mrs. R. S.
Atkins,
Jean
(Marjorie Puckett,
Gossum Monday. afternoon.
Smoot-Scate Wedding
Ann Roper, Jauara! Guest from Fulton who atElizabeth
Don Meddlin and Doc Stone
Beadles.
Marilee
and
Given
Queen
Coca-Cola Party
:tended the Smoot-Scates wedd- cf Ferriday Louisiana, are visitMcClellan and Miss I ing in Brownsville, Tenn. Tues
Ward
Mrs.
ing friends of this community.
For Out-of-Town„Quests
Rose Marie Nall of Mayfield.
day morning were lairs. I. H.
and
Duke Mayfield
Mrs.
Mrs. Joe BennetL Clar. Was
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham
are
Read. /sirs. Alf Hornbeak, Mr. children from Mayfield
gracious hostess to a coca-eola have returned from a vacation
Mesdames Hefley- Reed and Mrs. J. H. Maddox, Mrs. C. spending a few days with her
party Saturday moraing when trip to Hot Springs, Ark.
Mr.
Gossum,
parents all-. and airs. William
she complimented the members
Mr. and Mrs. Jodie :Tanner Compliment Miss Smoot D. Edwards, Felix
and airs. Leon Browder, Mrs Morris.
of her bridge club and Mrs. and children have returned from
Clarence
Mrs.
of
home
The
Hendon
Mrs.
Lewis Weaks.
Livingston Read of Buffalo, aa a visit to relatives in Franklin.
All the ladies of this cc-immunReed was the scene of a lovely Wright, Mrs. Winfrey Shepherd.
Y., a former club member. and KY•
ity are busy preserving the vegMIT.
when
Friday
luncheon
E.
airs.
and
Reed,
Clarence
Mrs. Charles Dawson and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Aden Francis of Reed and Mrs. E. R. Hefley of Mr.
and fruits that we have.
airs. Goldwyn etables
McDonald Grey of Louisville.
Cincinnati are the guests of Mr Union City complimentea Miss R. Hefley and
you have heard the story about
Tenn.
City,
Union
of
Lewis
A delightful menu was served and Mrs. Marshall Grissom on
the ant and the grasshopper •
Sarah qa-innt _of_ Brownsville.
—buffet - Style from the dining Jefferson Street.
I am sure, so you-knowhy i-ah
OAIC
PILOT
J. Mac
of
bride-elect
Tenn.,
----table c.entered. with an alaan-LeMa& Roy-Hamby. and .da, - Scales.
t111313 we upe
telt/meg trim-mgt. 1
ment of roses.
ter have returned from a visit to
Mr.aand Mrs. Walter Webb et
wore an attracand relatives gatherhonoree
Friends
The
tha
on
seated
The guests were
relatives in Clarksburg, Va.
trousseau model of wine ing at the home cf Mr. and Mrs. Mayfield were visitors Sunday
tive
Othei
parch.
front
spacious
Mrs. Boyce Dumas and son.
and black Tommie Moore Sunday July 25th of Mr. and Mrs. Cal Webb and
were Mrs Wallace, of Meridian, Miss., are linen with a black hat
attending
guests
aacessories and a corsage of ael- were, Mrs. Addie Walston, Mr. they attended the services and
Goldwy-n Lewis of Anchorage, visiting her mother, Mrs. M. F.
low gladiolus, a gift cf the l'as- and Mrs. Charlie Taylor and baptizing at the Baptist church.
Ky.. IVIrs. Robert I4. Binford of DeMyer.
Another two weeks meeting
son. Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Taylor
New Orleans. Mrs. Alf Hornbeak
Mary
Moore.
Misses Martha
were laid for eight at and daughters, Norrna Jean and has passed on and a wonderful
anel Mrs. Charles Robert Bee- Homra, Katherine Taylor and t Covers
Mrs. Charlene Brown. and Mr. message was given each day and
he8.dining tahle centered' with
rra tes
nett.
Andy DeMyer have retur
Mrs, Harry Canter and Nlar- night by Bro. Artell Wright.
Club members attending were from a vacation trip to No h !low frosted howl with floating znd
and melon vin, Noah. Nola' and Franklin. A large- crowd attended Sunday
aira. Maxwell McDade. Mrs. Carolina, South Carolina and gladiolus blossums
leaves. Each place was marked ; Mr. and Mrs. Willie Harris and afternoon.
Lauarence Holland. Mrs. Uel Kil- points of interest in Florida.
witn attractive place cards carrY-!Mason and Joan. Mr. and airs.
Mr. and Nies. Burnice Glissen
lebrew, Mrs. Arch Huddleston,
Miss Janice Cook of Evans- ina uut the bridal motif.
!Cull Dick and Doyle and Roger. attended -hurch at Water Val
Jr., Mrs. Glynn Bushart, Mrs ville, Ind , is the guest of her
Niiss Smoot was presented a I mr. and Mrs. Sam Taylor, Mr ley Saturday night. Bro. Ashbey
Gilson Latta, Mrs. Frank Bead- grandparents, Mr. and Mrs
• and Mrs. Tom Breedlove, Mary. preached.
lovely gift by Mrs. Hefley.
'
les, Mrs. Horton Baird, Mrs. Hen- B. Cook in Highlands.
Those attending were Mrs 'starley. and Kenneth. Mr. and
Lela and Ward Bushart are
don Wright.
Mrs. Cyril Morris and daughspending this v.-eek with Mr. and ;
.
-.c ter, Marie of Akron, Ohio, are ,
airs. R. E. Niount and Mr. and .
E. D. Keiser and sor„ Ectoi , visiting her parents, Mr. and
"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP ;Mrs. Neal Bushart while Orbv
attended the Boston-St. Louis Mrs. B. J. Williams.
uPAND
To NAKE WAR
ball game in St. Louis -Sunday.
Bushart is visiting his brother
LISTEN, Kw DEARl
atel
Kenneth Tyner who has been
NO USE TRTINCI TO
TAKE NOTICE ../U5sTal
'IOU ARE SITTING.
in Detroit.
CtET A WORD IN-- A
ABOUT THE MOH
quite ill in a hospital is improvON MR. HOCKS
ACTA
TIME
FEATURED
THE ONLY
THAT ARE
CHOCOLATE
MT WIFE LISTENS
ing.
1\., ECLAIR.
TO WHAT I HAKE'
Sue A.
Mrs. Mattie Baird has re•10 SAY 15 IN
MT SLEEP
turned to her home in Paris.
,ENTR/IREVAZ.,
Tenn., after several weeks visit
.AVENRIMIRSIa.
NNW'
with her nieces, Miss Flora Oliver and Mrs. Joe Howard.
Miles Oliv'er has returned to
his home in Claude. Tex., after
a visit with his sister, Miss Flora
)
'
4?Ylf!Sti1Y
Oliver and other relatives.

Sus
atives

The Woman's Page

OPEN FOR BUSINESS
Serving delicious home-cooked food that's

Town Topics

RE-NU
SNOE 940P
,

•

RE-NU SHOE SHOP

Miss Harris, bride-elect,
Honored With Shower

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.

SAD.-

210 CHURCH ST.

— LOOK FOR
MODERN OESION
IN YOUR
NEXT TRACTOR

eV

Lake Street, Fulton

Next to the City National Bank

Miss Lois Jean Hindman and
were
Charles Thomas
Mrs.
hostesses Wednesday afternoon
to a miscelleanous shower complimenting Mi.s Wilma Jean ,
Harris. bride-elect of Charles '
Browder.
Miss Harris wore a trousseau
frock of blue chambrey trimmed
in white eyelet and a corsage of
white carnations.
I bridal contests were the feature entertainment with Mrs. K
IP. Dalton, Jr., and Miss Marilee
!Beadles winning the prizes.
The lovely gifts were on a
table and were arranged around
a vase of gladiolus.
The hostesses served an 'ice
course.
Guests attending were Mrs.
Stanley Parham, Mrs. Hugh Mac
McClellan, Mrs. J. R. Graham,
Mrs. Opal Browder, Mrs. Morgan Omar, Mrs. Joe Treas, Mrs

I-Doubl? guaranteed in
writing to be perfect;

SMALLMAN
TIN SHOP

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm Oil Furnace

2-Indi.idually registered
in die owner's name;
3-Fully insured against
loos by fire or theft:
4-Oue uniform national
price on sealed-on tag.
woo
Sot thoo
AlJTHIORIZE21

i Roofing of All Kind

I

PERFECT
DIAMOND
RINGS

. .+Oyarly)
JES EMI'S

Gutter and Downspcuts Repaired or
Replaced
Phone 502

Olive Street

Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:

Fulton, Ky.

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE
224 Lake St.

GOOD TO

5/

niE LAST BITE

From an early breakfast -to a late evening snack, we're ready
to serve you throughout the day with -freshly prepared Lielicious food. Come in anytime you're hungry-leave fully
satisf ied.

HOURS

WeeYdays-5:30 a. m. to 9 p.
Sundays-11 a. m. to 8 p. ni.

THE COFFEE SHOPPE
Raymond Gambill, Owner, Operator

ublic Sale
to be held
TUESDAY AUGUST 3
beginning at 2:00 p. m.

fl

,e
IIIMMEN=

at the
C. P. STEVENS GROCERY & GARAGE
on the Martin highway at the edge of the South
Fulton City Limits.
Entire shop equipment including jacks, battery
charger, electric welder, vise,.chain hoist and one
lot of car parts. ALSO entire household and kitchen furniture including:
bedroom furniture
living room furniture
table top oil stove
kitchen cabinet
dinette suite
and many other things too numerous to mention.

C. P. STEVENS,OWNER
• CHAS. W. BURROW, AUCTIONEER

•••••••

Ott_

Never before has any tracor
been so far ahead in the things that
count. Come in and let us tell you
all about the great new John
Deere Models "A" and "B" TwoCylinder Tractors and why they
JirC today's leaders. in modern design and proNed performance.

Immediate Delivery!
Power Corn Binders
4-Wheel Trailers

,

-

a

2-Wheel Trailers
(1) 13x7 Grain Drill
Hammermills
Brillion Pulverizers
With Seeders
Speed Queen Washers
Section Harrows
Power Lawn Mowers
12A Combines
(With Motor)
Electric Stoves

-7:7747
a.s-ssua,

Orek4Wartegt‘ IS SO CONVENIENT ...
111111Mimi
GETS CLOTHES SO CLEAN, and

aaa,'•

.a•e4.a,

__a-a,'YIPPEE!"
, nere gun my laundry lot
I this week. No fuss. No
ium I have the
IP/Oaty •
rbvi day so m)sell.

ACTUALLY COSTS SO LITTLE1

WILLIAMS HDWE.
Phones:
Clinton 3651 Fulton 169
JOHN DEERE 0,40e4
..,(1•AN.r./Ar

44-at

REMEMBER TOO
Practically everything you buy today has nearly doubled or
more in price .

O.K. Laundry & Sanitone Cleaners

but laundry service. Honestly now

whom else can you get_so much for so little?,

TELE,PHONE 130
M 71i 1.
.Itt )6,•a,

FULTON,KY.
,a4 ,
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Susan McDaniel is visiting re17.
atives in Racine, Wis.

rsatly

red cit-

e fully

p. ni.
p. In.

HEARTS and FLOWERS
By

PATRICIA LATANE

— -

iat's
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If you do not see your answer
in the paper the week you write
it don't give up, it will appear.
I am receiving so much mail I
can hardly answer it and I am

FOR COMPLET
SATISFACTION-

PITTSBURG44
PAINTS
BECAUSE THEY

LOOK
BETTER

,4

LoNGER!
,_4W1111?

COMBINE TOUR NUS
•
Ail INTO ONE
SAVES CASH EACH MOM
IS EAST DONE

given just sq much space in each' Mrs. Charles Dawson and Mrs.
Grey and children.
weeks' liap.Cn. and at present I McDonald
Mack and Gene Maxwell, have
have quite- a star2it of letters to
returned to their home in Louis- '
answer as I have some sick folks
ville after a visit wrth the forin my family and have been soj
nier's daughter, Mrs. Arch Hud.
worried I have not been able to I
dleston, Jr.
study handwriting or anything '
else, as far as that goes, so don't I
give up, it will appear in the I Accurate
paper. I am answering the letWORICMANSHIP
ters by dates so as to get the i
first ones in, out first and so on.!
- At Low Cost
Miss Latane:
Watches, Clocks and Time
I am engaged to be married Pieces of All Kinds Accuratebut I want to know when? Will ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
V move to another town and
ANDREWS
would any move be wise? Will I
be happy? How many children
Jewelry
Company
will I have and how soon?
A. M. L.I
My Dear A. M. L.
You will not marry any Um,soon, it will be quite a while. No,,
you will not move. You will have
three— childreir.---"Pake -invent
of your letter, didn't you mis
represent yourself.

Dear Miss Latarie;
I wrote you once before and
Billt DX-cm
you answered my questions sr,
'successfully I'm going to write
is
40Lp pAi%f
Hy* or ten dollars a month . again. First I v,,ant to know
my husband's new job going to
aft a 'so 0^
on each of a number of bills
prove successful to us? Will it
takes far more money each
require him being away from
month than the payrnents on
home too much Will he be away
p•rsonal loan to pay them
when our baby is born Will our
Tbwre's Bottling 13k• PAtsburgla
In full. Simply 'phony, and
financial standing improve after
Pcortt• lot outwd• prottortIon and ma•
noecl.
you
haw
vs
much
WI
the next couple of months? Will
elswertulatien. You'll too••
lode
UP TO 20 NIONTLIS TO REPAY my husband's health improve
money and worry by tutustmg on
Putabaugb Vcunto Como to us kW
How is my mother's
soon?
all yew Loam pomt.og newds.
health? Will v,,e remain in Fulti;n?
A. L. B.
-•—•••••
My dear A. L. B.
Yes, your husband's new job
will prove successful. No, he
won't be away from home too
much and he will be with you
Eli CHURCH ST
when your baby is born. Your
tinancial troubles will start iror
ing themselves out after the
birth of your child. Yes, your
husband's health will improve
Your mother's health is the same
has it has been for a number al
years. Yes, you will remain in
!Fulton for some time yet before
HAS INSTALLED A NEW
'moving to Padurah.

PITTsBoto

SHIRT
OPERATORS
WANTED

suN pizoof

Apply at once at
the office of
HENRY I. SEIGE
COMPANY
4th Street

Fulto

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS M.

LGE
le South
batt,ery
and one
kitch-

lention.

Huddleston Motor Co.

GRACO
Under-coating Service to give our customers
the best Under-coating Job to be had .
We have a factory-trainedpperator to do this
work.'Why not bring your car to us for the
best Under-coating job to be had? Our price is
no higher and satisfaction is guaranteed.
Chas. Holloway, Mgr.
Mayfield Highway

Phone 42

—
MIRRIIIIMENMERISIKIRIKIRE
ZUZIFLIZMDIVAIMIZalalUZISOZ

Announcing:

RUPTURE

TAKE HOME 6 BOTTLES

Expert Coming
To Mayfield Again
GEO. L. HOWE
Well-known expert, of Indianapolis, and ex-U. S. Army
Medical Corpsman, will perionally demonstrate his meth
od without charge at the Hall
Hotel, Mayfield, Thursday,
Aug. 5th from
P.M. to 6 P.
M.
Mr. Howe says the Howe
method contracts the openings
in remarkably short time on
the average case, regardless
:if the size or location of the
rupture, and no matter how
much you lift or strain, and
atits you—back to work the
same day as efficient as. before you were ruptured.
The Howe Rupture Shield
has no leg strap; Waterproof,
sanitary, practically indestructible, and can be worn
while bathing. Each shield is
3killfully molded and fitted to
;he parts under heat, which
gives a perfect fit -and satisfaction.
Large and diffi.cult ruptures
following operations especially solicitecio
Do not overlook this opportunity if you v,'ant gratifying,
nsults. Mailing address P. O.
Box 5233 E. Michigan St. Station. Indianapolis 1, Ind.

swim I

lit..

FOR YOUR HEALTH
AND RELAXATION

:•16g4gia

Mrs. Cleaves Dies
I Funeral at Fulgham
Mrs. Amanda Pillow Cleavc-,
widow of J. T. Cleaves, age 90.
died at the home of her daughf ter, Mrs. F. G. Patmore in Mem.I phis, Tenn., July 27. She has
been an invalid for more than
12 years.
Funeral services were held'
July 29 at the new Bethel Church
near Puisham with the lortil
•r pastor offir2iating. Burial was in
I the church cemetery.
! Besides her daughter, M],
'Cleaves is survived by five sons.
IT. T. Cleaves, C. A. Cleaves, S. A.
Cleaves and H. B. Cleaves, all of
[Memphis. and Jess Cleaves of
;Bartlett, Tenn.; two brothers, J.
11-1. Pillow of Selby, Calif., and
'Robert Pillow of Fulton:, two
sisters, Mrs. Samantha Craig of
Fulton and Mrs. May Wilkerson
of Detroit; a nephew, George
Batts of Fulton; and a niece,
Mrs. Claude Vaden also of Fulton.
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.Weal

25c
IT'S DIFFERENT
IT'S DELICIOUS

4rtvlus deposit

AN IDEAL FAMILY DRINK 1
ORDER A LOAD OF

COAL
NOW — AND GET A
LOAD OFF YOUR MIND!
We have plenty of good-quality coal IN
ALL SIZES on hand for immediate delivery.
Why wait till winter when quality is erratic,
delivery slow and doal cars are short?
ORDER NOW!

AT THE

SUNNY DIP

CITY COAL CO.

SWIMMING POOL

Fulton, Ky.

NORMAN STREET, ACROSS FROM ICE PLANT
MRS. L. C. LOGAN, Mar.

For the Farmer:
Limestone, Phosphat,e, Fertilizer, for immediate delivery.

FULTON, KY.

HOURS:—.0411:30 A. M.; 1-5 P. M.; 7-9 P. M.
Children 20c
Adults—(over 15) 40e;

Telephone 51

The President of The United States
J.

has called Congress back to Washington for i special session, which suddenly takes me out of my
campaign for reelection in the closing days—the most important days in any campaign.
.4
%
441*44

Since my return to the District, I have been busily engaged each day in an effort to personally see as
many of the Democrats as possible in the interest,Q Lmy.candidacy, but now that these efforts must be
discontinued, I must rely upon and earnestly urge

my friends to carry on for me in these closing days,

seeing that my interests are protected.

The opening of a used furniture store at 429 E. State St.
I opened a store at 108 Paschall St. on April the first, la.st,
irtending on selling both new ar used furniture, which I have
been doing: but due to the increase in business I am forced to
rent another building to handle my used furniture.
So if it is furniture you are in need of, I have it to fit every
purse.
Our place on Pa.schall St. has been hard to get to due to the
resurfacing and widening of the Martin Highway, but we
have enjoyed a nice business and appreciate it very Much
and 'invite you and many more new customers in to see us
REMEMBER
108 Paschall Street We buy, sell, and trade 429 E,State.

There is no substitute for experience whether it beas lawyer, farmer, doctor, carpenter or congressI have hereman. I feel that my experience in this position bei,i,er qualifies me for future service than
,
and experienced men are needed in the
, tofore been. Probably now, more .than
. ever before, qualified
now facing our
Halls of Congress to handle the complex and difficult problems of government
nation.
If you feel that my experience better qualifies me, that my private and public record merits your
confidence, that,I have tried at all times to represent you intelligently and diligently, I earnestly ask
that you help rne in the August 7th primary with your vote and a good word in my behalf. to your
friends.
I make to you the only promise that any honest pu bile servant can make withike definite assuranct
that the promise will be kept. That promise is that in the future as in the past, I will put forth ever)

DARNELL'S

effort of mind and body to the end tillat the best interests of the greatest number of people are servet

New& used Furniture Co
Fulton. Ky.

Phone 1395

in a common sense manner.
Sincerely,

Nob e J. Gr

b
limelemeom•nema
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STATE I
PROJEC
FARM I

reMr. and Mrs. Elzo Foster, NC'. tect himself by going to a phyMrs. Homor Weather - Mayfield, where she will
z.md family of Etarrah, Tenn.,; Mr. and
and Mrs. James Hicks and son, sician for vaccination against '
treatment.
for
main
Sun
spent
son, Dan,
PALESTINE
!spent last week with her mother 'spoon and
Mrs. J. W..Bynum and daugh- Mr. and Mrs. Mozell Speight, this disease.
with Mr. and Mrs. Will
Mr. anti Mrs. Roy Bard, --Mr
'Mrs. Bertha -Nug- ;day
brother,
'and
Gloria Aynn have been re- Kay, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive
ter,
Beelerton.
iWeatherspoon near
,- T•nd ails. Glyn Bard, Eugene
ELEMENT OF SUCCESS
David.
and
ent
from Haws Memorial to and children were. the supper
"Performance Proved"
moved
Browdei,
Kelly
Bard and Mrs. A. M. Browder atMr. and Mrs.
MObil.i.y near here, and are guests of Rev. and Mrs. E. C. Man cannot be satisfied with
home
Richard
their
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Moore
Roy
and Mrs.
tended a family reunion Sunday
WATER SOFTENERS
!Mr.
Monday
Lowry
night.
spent
at this writing.
mere success. He is concerned
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Leslie Nugent
daughter, Peggy, of Memphis doing nicely
Detroit.
of
Alton
Montgoinery
plans
has
WATER SYSTEMS
Mr. Bonnie Bowden
with the terms upon which sucSunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ha: are spending their vacation with
Louie Bard on Pearl Street.
under way for a brand-new Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. Wayne cess comes to him.—Charles Benwell
relaWELI. DRILLING
other
and
Dr and Mrs. Boyd McCleary vey Pewitt.
Pewitt
'Robert
home near this village, formerly Simpson visited Thursday with nett.
•.tives in the community.
REPAIRING
WELL
Lowry.
H.
and
B.
Mr.
Mrs.
at
home,
Ainley
the late M. R.
Bill Milner arrived Sunday
Jackson
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edgar
have
family
and
he
present
morning and accompanied his the
A man's trUe estate of poa c•
rooms in a newly .constructed and IVIr. and Mrs. R. K. Lowry
wife and son John. home to St.
and riches is to be in himsull
at Bulah
church
attended
garage.
Louis-after a iveeks visit witi,
not in his dwelling, or position. 1199 It
,
Fulton Hiway
day night.
The revival closed at Saleni
her .parents, Mr. and Mrs. GU5
of or external relations, but in Iv,
Union City, Tet.n.
Miss
Betty
Williams
Jo
some
with
nite,
church Saturday
W
H.
—
character.
Browder.
.
0.sential
the world's doily newspaper—
her
very fine sermons delivered by Memphis, Tenn., visited
Mr. cnd Mrs. Avery Hancoci,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Everette Beecher.
ono ot
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR. You willonfird yourself
Rev..L. W Carlin, Paducah, and
ColHillman
Mrs.
when
and
Mr.
affairs
and
'
Williams last weekend.
world
the best-inforrned persons in yOuf community
the pastor Rev. Jack McClain.
you read this world-wide daily newspaper regularly. You will gain
OLT- and family drove to KenMr. and Mrs. Jimmie 'Clem- i
tresh, new viewpotnts, o fuller, richer understanding of today's vital
!Song services under the leaderafternoon.
Sunday
educaLake
homemaking,
Mrs.
tucky
visited
ents
and
daughter
news—PLUS help from its exclusive features on
ship of Prof. Bill Mathews
tion, business, theater, music, rodo, sports.
Mr and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell.'
Willie Lou Brann Sunday.
Some
Puckett.
T.
J.
Mrs.
pianaist
%%scribe nee te
spent Sundby with -Mr. and Mrs.
Quite a few of the neighbor•PS-5
The Christian Science Publishing Society
eight additions were the results
ebb special.
pethood attended the baptizing at
One, Norway Street, Boston 15. mass.. U. S. A.
Coy Wiggins at Cuba, Ky,,.
sespee4rieetr offer
at
service
baptismal
with
Christian
$1, for which DII3CtS• lend me The
Entiosed
—4 weans let $1
, Mr. and Mrs. Morgan DavidPilot Oak Sunday.
Sprout's bridge, N. Fork Qhion,
Science /Awake let One month.
(U. S. funds),
son visited Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Miss Martha jean - Warren reMcRev,
by
afternoon
Sunday
Nome
-Broweler Sunday afternoon.
turned home after spending a
members
all
where
new
-Clain,
Several of this community atweek with Miss Naomi Williams.
Street
were immersed.
tended the funeral of Mrs. Lou
Mrs. Jack Olive and children
remains
Mr.
Rhodes
John
State
at
74tte
ate
Brann Tuesday afternoon
from a spent Friday with Mrs. E. C.
suffering
the
same
about
Lowry.
, Harmony church.
very lame foot.
Mrs. I. H. Etheridge of Union
annual
7
the
is
Aug.
Saturday
Meadov:s
Estelle
City and Miss
meet at Acree cemetery, where
gas, gathe,
of Waverly, Tenn., were Sunday
fill 'er up with
all who are interested are ree
Get out the car,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
off and
you're
quested to contribute to the upthen
tackle
Murphy on West State Line.
the fishing
keep. The committeemen vanof. Just
dream
you
fishing spot
sist of Messrs. B. L. Duron,
away tei that
tam
your
AUSTIN SPRINGS Gaither Mathis, Bert Davis, Lawill pick up
14 and Parisian
EXPERIENCED CLEANERS WITH A
call
the
her
by
at
fell
you
Grissom
and
others.
Ida
Verne
Windsor,
Mrs.
have it done for
ily laundry and
home Saturday%night and stiffer- There remains some work to be
MODERN CLEANENG PLANT.
return.
One death and four cases of
ed a broken hip. She was car- done and your donation will be
time you
: rled to Fuller-Gilliam hospital in greatly approgiated. This is one Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever
We Clean all typep of seed.
of the best kepit cemeteries and recently reported in Kentucky
its appearance speaks well for have centered interest in this
the community as some monu- disease- which is of growing conments are near a century novc. cern to public health authorities
Mr. Robert Rickman has com here. It has been reported from
DR T. M. REED
pleted a modern stock-farm on 54 counties scattered throughout
his farm. the late C. C. McClain the state, so that no section is
Chiropractor
safe from it. However, the greatplace.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Nelson est number of cases have been
left Sunday- for Detroit after a reported from the North Central
visit here with parents and rel- section, bound rotighly by LouisCity National•Bank Bldg.
,ville, Covington. Flemingsburg
atives.
Authorized Dealers For
Mrs. Bill Doyle, Union City and Bardstown.
Fulton, Hy
Last year in Kentucky 31 casspent Thursday afternoon with
es and 7 deaths from Rock Mounher Mother Mrs. B. L. Doron.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. McGuire tain Spotted Fever were reportleft Saturday for Smithland for ed. There has been an increase
visit with Mrs. McGuire's in the actual number of cases re3
ported in the State each year
lather, Jim Brooks.
Veterinary Service
Wire Fencing
Fertilizers
Feeds
Mrs. Hattie Gibson, Fulton since 1934 when the first cases
spent a few days the past week were reported here. The diseasa
Day or Night
All lcinds of insecticides and sprays.
the
with her sister, Mrs. Grover becomes prevalent during
-Oak season" —May, June. July
True.
Phone 807-R
Mr. and Mrs. Bell Farmer of and August. In the fourteen years
Or Call 70
St. Louis vvere vacationing ant since the disease was first, recWe BUY and SELL all kinds of feeds and seeds
visiting. here among relatiVc.-s ognized in the State. 138 cases
11V111.'"'"..',""i!,',''. '114itrilit'''.'it'•,•I
.1i1
I
.1
with 39 deaths have been reportDr.H.W.Connaughton and with their aged father Mr. ed
Health
to
the
DepartState
R. F. Farmer in Dukedom.
Graduate Veterinarian '
Fred
Farmer, well known ment.
If one goes into the woods or
inerchant of Dukedom, is sufMartin-Fulton
on
Located
FROM OUR
.
fering from spider bites. Three deep weeds which are tick inHighway.
of them are on his leg above tne fested, it is quite impossible to
Phone 202-J
East State Line, Fulton
DAIRIES
knee. He was very sick and is avoid picking them up on outunder treatment . of Dr. P. J. side clothing. They soon crawl
„
up loose pant legs and cuffs.
Trinca.
However, the ticks do not always
The ticks do not alvvays bite as
ROUTE THREE
soon as they get on a person. In
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Smith, Mr. fact, sometimes they may spend
and Mrs. Dick Walden and son several harmless 'hours on a
from Los Angeles, Calif., Mr. man. If. as soon as a person
and Mrs. Everette Foster, Mr. comes in from the outside, his
and Mrs. Ray Foster and daugh- clothing is taken off and his bodyter from Clinton, Mr. and Mrs carefully examined, it is often
shall
living
of
cost
to
the
has
as
the
say
whether
Congress
R. S. Gossum and sons, and possible to catch the tick before
go higher or lower. It is very important that you elect
Jimmy Allen Lowry were the it bites. The longer the tick is atdinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. tached to the human body- the
to the Senate a man like Virgil Chapman, who has fought
H. Lowry Thursday.
greater the risk of spotted fever
and will keep on fighting price increases like these:
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Koontz Ordinarily if the tick is attached
left Saturday night for their less than 4 hours there is little
home in Detroit after visiting danger: however, if it remains,
Away for the summer and forgot to stop your milk order!
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Foster and attached 8 hours the possibility
other relatives.
of getting the disease is greatly
No need to worry if your dairy is ours! The Fulton Pure
Elder and Mrs. E. C. Foster increased. It is best to strip off
Chuck Roast
lb. 51c
..1b. 25c
and Betty attended chur.ch over outdoor clothing in the empty
milkman will handle the matter promptly. He takes pride .n
Veal Roast
lb. 49c the vceekend at Cane Creek.
lb 20c
bath tub, as such clothing tossed
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Foster and on the bed or chair might give ,
making his delivery your most dependable to-the-door ser
lb 23‘..,
lb. 510 Betty. Mrs. Jean Foster and the tick a safe hiding place in
Wieners
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Marion the house.
lb. 53c
lb 1940
vice/
Hamburger
Jones and son and Mr. and
In Kentucky. any tick that will
doz. 72c
Johnnie • Koontz spent bite a person cari carry Rocky
doz. 33c
Mrs.
€995
at F,eelfoot Lake.
Mountain Spotted fever. There
lb. 79c Thursday
lb 29c
Bacon
Mrs. Mildred Butler shopped are tv.-ci species to be found here
in Fulton Saturday.
lb 14c
lb. 29c
Pure Lard
--namely the common Wood
Fulton Pure Milk Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Cloy Yates. Mr.
which is the most prevalent.
$2.19 and Mrs. O. M. Henly and Mr. Tick
87c
25 lbs. Flour
and the Lone Star Tick which is
and Mrs. Everette Yates spen' found accasionally.
Vote for Chapman for Senator
qt. 21c
qt. 14c
Milk
PHONE 813 J FOR DELI% ERY
Cecil
Mrs.
and
Sunday with Mr.
A person, such as a lineman
August 7 to Protect
Taylor.
or woodman, obliged to work in
Your Pocketbook
a tick infested area, should pro-
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SEED CLEANING

10 GO FISHING!

SPOTTED FEVER
REPORTED FROM
MK MENACE

GRMDING AND MIXING
OF ALL KINDS Of FEEDS
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A.C. BUTTS & SONS
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YOUR VOTE CAN No cur PRICE$
What Will You Do, Mrs. Housewife?

PRICES:

1942

TOTAL COST ... $2.64

1948

$6.24
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TillS IS CHAPMAN'S RECORD
Congressman Chapman, candidate for
the Democratic nomination for U.S. Senator, voted for every bill presented to
Congress between 1942 and 1947 to keep
prices down.
He voted for passage of an Anti-Inflation Bill.
He voted three times for extension of
price controL

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

He voted against the liquidation of subsidies which held down the prices of food
and other consumer goods.
He voted against the Republican motion
to suspend the rules and pass a joint resolution which removed all price controls
except rent.
Virgil Chapman haa fought your battle
against higher prices. Now lae asks your
support.

2•-•

tt/'

\
•

/
14, /11

Cg4i

A NEW LEASE
ON LIFE
storage space to
radios! Let us restore them to active` life. An
kitchen,
radio for
extra
garage or guest room, would
Don't

•

11'011"

give

has-been

For United States Senator

FM
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CHAPMAN

a

welcome
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MIS IS PART OF
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your family.
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Honest diagnosis.

Democratic Primary, Saturday, August 7
CHAPMAN CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
EDWARD F. SEILLER, Cheirman
ALLEN BUCKNER, Finance Director

be

A lazy lake and a fine day ..

ROBERT HENSLEY, Assistant Chairman
CLYDE WATSON, Publicity Director

CITY
ElectricCo.
205 Commercial Ave.

1

Enjoy a smooth sail and a
smooth drink—Kentneky-rich
Hill and Hill. It's truly —

a"
"Akaty a/14.91r

NATIONAL.
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PRODUCTS CORPORATION, NEW YORK • 86 PROOF • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRPN
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STATE LAUNCHES
PROJECTS TO AID
FARM PRODUCTION

Morse

Proved"
fENERS
3TEMS
_LING
IRING

fULTON 1.1111111Uf1111NITLI4 co.

Two projects designed to help .
stablize agricultur e production
and income in Kentucky, and to
provide a thorough analysis ef
markei supplies and facilities
have been launched under supervision cif Commissioner of atgriculture Harry F. Walters and
Director of Markets J. Dan
Baldwin.
The projects, which got tin- ,
der way last Thursday, will cost
$30,000 half of which will be 14-1
nanced with federal matching
funds supplied by the Hope-1
Ficuinagan Agricultural Act.
Purpose of the first projectthat of increasing marketing efdevelopment
ficiency through
and dissemination of special market information on the supply.
demand, !oration:- transportation
and price - of agrleultural commcdities-has as its main object to help stabilize agricultural
production and income in Ian
tsuky.
The second calls for .obtainin,f
arld analyzing of new basic data
peztaining to market supplies..
facilities movement and price,i
to -aid in improving distribution
methods und the expansion of
market outlets for Kentucky
farm products.
The latter goal was one spe.:ifically advocated and promised to
Kentucky farmers by Gov. Earle
C Clements when a candidate
frit- Governor in 1947. and rsALL METAL DINETTE SUITE
iterated by Commissioner Walter:: as a prime airn of the ad.,
. Here's a genuine ARVIN suite; 5 pieces, all metal, in 2-tone
ministration.
The objective of the latter'
red-&-white with chrome trim. Table comes with extension
program is to "make available
g
developin
leaf providing seating for 6, porcelain top with chrome trim;
to those engaged in
more efficiency marketing sytubuLai chrome steel legs; matching chairs with porcelain
stems in Kentucky and to the
supplies.
on
ba.cks. WITH EACH SUITE SOLD, WE WILL INCLUDE
public the beak data
utilization. facilities and other
FREE A REGULAR $8.95, 32-PIECE sET OF DISHES.
pertinent information so that a
!
marketing
long-time
definiteSuite: 555.95
I
program can be developed."
infor
calls
project
The first
stallation of a Market News
cif
Service with dissemination
daily news concerning market
trends. supplies. Ic....ation, transportation facilities and pricefurnished by the Department 'of
Agriculture.
Vocatienal Agriculture teaclers will co-operate in assemblin;.QUAUTY
market information. cn
agricult.:zal commodities at
WINDOW SCREENING
al points throughout the stet(
through co-operation v.iith tto
Department cl Education's D
CHOICE OF WIDTHS
lt simply can't stain, rust or rot,
vision of Vocat.onal Education. •
Won't sag or bulge, either -just
The Market News Service ssoi
install a teletype machine which
"giv•s" und•r pressure, th•n
will give terminal markets
snaps bock into plots. Never needs
uits, vegetables. dairy an.
pointing -cleans with a wipe of a
poultry produ.cts.
cloth Saves you money bedamp
.
•
assi
tc
plans
The Divisicn
Limits will last a lifetiniel
at:,
COUS•
various
livestock.
prices cin
vege
and
fruits
tion markets,
tables, dairy products and c.tiat strategi.
commodities
er
points throughout the State.
as
Walters.
Cornrrussioner
Chairmapi „of the Agpicultural
Production and Marketing Com.'
mission. (soon to be appointed
by the Governor) has authority •
to gather data on agricultural
matters from any other agency
of government or private sources
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What men want is not- talent, it
is purpose; in other words. not
the power to achieve, but will to
labon-Bulwer-Lytton.

PROMPT aod
COURTEOUS SERVICE
YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR
•11.evtpt _•tors,

'eepsake
DIAMO1D•

R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
MAIN
tIAL Sell(Irs

v,T

FULTON, KY.

939.95

$47.95

$39.95

to
LIMITED SUPPLY

HURRY!

THE LATEST PHONOGR . PH

RECORD
KART/010V
THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine

CLOTHES HAMPERS
The popular HARVEY hamper with
the pearly-finish top. Roomy, durable,
service! White and colors.

for

built

Each. $8.50

A.RVIN IRONING BOARDS
White enarnel with perforated top.

1. Woody Woodpecket
2. You Can't be True.
Dear
3. My Happiness
4. Little White Lies
5. Nature Boy
6. Toolie. Oolie Doolie

(The Yodel Polka)
7. You Call Everybody Darlin'
8. Love Somebody
9. It's Magic
10. A Tree
in the
Meadow

lightweight ALL METAL for sturdy.

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER

long service. Rubber-tipped for floor

Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage Cablnek‘
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records). LISTEN TO OCR
PROGRAM EACH DAY 6:30 to 7: P. M. Over WNGO for the latmd
records.

protection.

$7.95

Each

$onparkilladiof.
"CLEAR-AS-BELL" TONE
TABLE MODELS -- CONSOLES
COMBINATIONS -- PORTABLES

DOUBLE- DOOR
UTIL. CABINETS
ALL ItitiTA.Ia with five roomy.
shelves.

enameled

Double-

doors. Just the thing

strength

for the kitchen, bathroom, porcn
or cottage. Finished in sleet-L-

CUT DOWN
YOUR
IRONING
TIME

ing White enamel.
Each: $21.95

3-PC ENSEMBLE
WALL CABINETS
Includes

two cabinets,

ro BEAT WARM WEATHER!,

each

15x30x12 and one center cabinet

WATCH
EFFICIENT

inch boys' bikes reduced 20 percent to

Reg.-949.95 Belknap girls bikes,pe Mit
Taira-d-Inc

Speeds you through your ironing with

REPAIRING

ALL BICYCLE PRICES
REDUCED 20 PER CENT
(for one week only)
Reg. 49.95 Schwinn "ACE" 24-

•••(

cent to

7'he devotion of thought to an
honest achievement makes the
achievement possible.-Mary Eddy.
The most important thing for
a young Man is to establish a
ic+redit-a reputation, character.John D. Pai-kefeller.

SPECIAL:

inch boys' bikes reduced 20 per•

I Icelieve the true road to pre•
eminent success in any line 13
to make yourself master of that
line.-Andrcw Carnegie.

iltun Pure

4

Reg. $59.95 Schwinn "ACE" 28

GET THE WINDOW SCREEN
THAT NEVER STAINS!

JO.

RED-HOT

e2egit ••• FULTON,KY. •••

319-323 WALNUT ST •••

ELECTRIC FANS FOR EVERY PURSE & PURPOSE

18x24x12. This group makes an
attractive

Special heel rest cuts unnecessary
lifting, reduces arm strain! Cast
Alumintun sole plate retains heat,
lets you breeze through your ironing faster, with less labor. Your
ironing's done ... you're fresh and
free!

Jo_ No guessing - No scorching
you dial th• temperature you want
FOR ANY FABRIC!

Arvin's temperature dial is clearly
marked for every fabric.Just set the
dial and iron rayons,
woolens, silks, cottons or linens with
Arvin's evenly
maintained heat.

semble

and convenient

for -use

8-inok DOMINION, 1 speed, non-oscillating; 4 aluminum blades

en-

10-inch POLAR CUB; 1 speed, oscillating

over- windows,‘

over the stove or refrigerator, or
over other tall objects in the
kitchen. Cabinets

are ALL MET-

AL and have CHROME handles
and hinges. Regular price ner
$44.95; OUR SPEC-

,et
IAL PRICE

$42.50

WHATEVER YOUR
NEEDS---- SEE
US FIRST!

12-inch POLAR CLTB; 1 speed, oscillating; 4 aluminum blades.

2..50
:17
95'

10-inch GENERAL ELECTRIC; I speed, Gscillating

$17.95

10-inch SAMSON RUBBER BLADED Safety Fan; 1 speed, oscillating

$21.J5

i2-inch SPARTON; 2 speeds. oscillating

$21.93

12-inch ARCTIC-AIRE; 3 speeds, oscillating

$33.5(

16-inch ARCTIC AIRE; 3 speeds, oscillating

$45.0(

16-inch EMERSON; 3 speeds, oscillating GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS
12-inch EMERSON; 2 speeds, oscillating, GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS

942.50

10-inch EMERSON; 1 speed, oscillating. GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS

49
s
$2
$
75
,
4.

MODERNAIRE adjustable position variable speed fan; 16-inch blades chrome
$59.95
tubular stand
16-inch WINDOW FANS for kitchen, bedroom or sitting room
circular frame only)

•
......4.4
••••••••••••••

0041.01.11.11.4.••••04.4.•••••••••••••

••••••••••••NAN
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

529.50

PALM-BREEZE FLOOR FANS; 1 speed, lots of air

SEE IT

TODAY!

$5.95

(motor, blades and
$29.95
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continued from page 1
(32) Mr. Sun Up

Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Tyner have
; returned from Meaahis, Tenn.,
'•.-13ere they visited tly..ir son.
They reported Lila! he is nay.. on
the load to recovery ti..hich .. is,
good news to his wide circle of
friends here.
.Clark
By Alice
E. R. McMahon and family ale
! vacationing in Chicago, Ill.
seilieress+++.44-4-S-4-eiliseleteletehl
William Osborne and family
Mrs. M. M. Nlatlock is still in are vacationing in Chicago, 111.
Robert Spivey and family are
Paducah at the bedside of Iv!r
Jther whose .?onclition is about vacationing in Chicago, Ill.
H. A. Wm-than is working as
he same. Ile is confined in
Trainmaster v.hile Mr. McMaaverside Hospital there.
hon is on his vacation.
A. T. Carter is on his vacaThe following have returned
•
, *Ihome after attending the NaMrs. Arthur Matheny has re- tional League doubleheader in
turned home after a visit with St. Louis last week end; C. B.
relatives in Birmingham, Ala.
Jones, Jr., T. F. Cursey. Don,
Snookie and James Mann, M.
H. Warren.
Car Foreman J. E. Noonan in
vacationing with his mother in
Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Blehingher
have returned home after attending the fair in C'hicago.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. PenningDouble Feature
ton and daughter, Tricia Carroll,
have returned home after a visit
-Penntrigto
Amory, Miss.
Mrs. W. R. 1ViaKenzie and
children spent the week end in
WANAMAIIIR
ULU PAMIR • UK
Jackson, Tenn., visiting relatives
plus
Blackstone
Pipefitteo Billy
has been appointed campaign
Roy Rogers
Lynne Roberts manager for -John Young Brown
who is running for the U. S.
Senate. Billy is asking all railroad employees to go to the
Added Cartoon
polls and vote as he is supported
by the Labor paper.
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
Lizzie Morris has returned to
work after vacationing in BirBUD ABBOTT
mingham, Ala.
LOU COSTELLO
Division Air Brake Foreman
NI 1.. Maliock of Paducah, K/
was in 1%:lyn Tuesday on ous'rata
iness.

Roundhouse
Round-Up '

H. B. Parker

(9) BlackSilk
(33) Royal Serenade
(1 1) Pally (34) Lady Davis
(22) WiLson's Fashion

Brenda Sue Brown
Charles Sawyer
Raymond Campbell
Stanley Petter, Jr.
Fred Wiggins

B. B. Henderson, Fulton

t31) Dusty Miller

Dr. F. H. Hogan

(35) Trigger

Mrs. Jim Bobbitt

(24) Nan.,y Allen
(41) Beauty Spot

H. O. Poiinds
D..4e Cummings

(47) Swan Maiden

Brady Nelson

(26) Empress Ludie
(28) _Barrymore's Ace

E. C. Walters
Billy Goodrich

(29) Marjorie Day
(44) Lovely Jeannine

Jane White
Paul Raines

(46) Chester'Twigg

Thomas Banks

Class No._9. Oise; Walk trig Division
(35) Sweet Sue
Joe Bobbitt
H. S. Alexander
(30) Radiant Rose
Pelham
Queen
Fred Wiggins
(22)

9.

(23) Marie Rankin-

T. T. Lancaster

(35) China Girl
(45) Boss's Mayflov.rer
(48) Maid of Cotton
10

a

WIDOW OF
WAGON GAP

r"-1110-1

Parker Stables, Metropolis,
Illinois
Brown Stables, Fulton
Sawyer Stables, Fulton
John Frankum,- Fulton
Stanley Petter, Paducah
Fred Wiggins, Huntingdon,
Tenn.
F, H. Hogan, Huntingdon,
Tenn.
Ilrs. Jim Bobbitt, Bruceton,. Tenn.
H. O. Pounds, Martin
Dale Cummings, Dukedom,
Tenn.
Dr.-J. W. Ousler, Humboldt,
Tenn.

Joe Bobbitt
Bill Harlan
Dr. N. B. Hardeman

E. C. Walters, Mayfield
Fairview Farms, Humboldt. '
Tenn.
Jane White, Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Raines,
Memphis, Tenn.
Thomas Banks, Murray

(39) My Highland Fancy

Dr. J. W. Ousler

(29) Marjorie Day
(44) Request
Performance
(46) Chester Twigg

Jane White
Paul Raines
Thomas Banks

Thomas Banks, Murray

11

WED. - THUR.

A. W. Lasley,
Thomas Banks
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Fit'y sheep will be t
to feed the crowd whi
timated to be betweer
2.001) On the follow
August 12th, the Dist
ShOW and Sale compt
Fulton. Hickman, Carl
lard. McCrackeri and
Counties will be held
expe.:1 to have at least I
Lunch will be served
o'clock sharp on both

A. W. Lasley, Jackson
Thomas Banks, Murray
_
_

S E METINR Red Coolers on Highways

plus
Wayne Morris
Lois Max veil

foR
pRiCE

WHEN
YOU CHOOSE CANDY

THE BIG PUNCH

Choose it Wisely

Added Fox News

Signal'Stop & Refresh' Summer's New Look

pont& cotton field&
t

Get

ORPHEUM

50c Tizkets for 25c

C. H. MeDANIEL Phar.; Owner
408 Lake

provide you and millions of others with everything froru overalls to party frock_s.

RA/40
-to
-re

LOUISVILLE

Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home

Double Feature
William Halop
Ann E. Todd
in

DANGEROUS
YEARS

Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

plus
Don Castle
Anabel Shaw
in

HIGH TIDE.

EASY

I LLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

YOUR SHOPPING MADE

Shopping is the great American
pastime. Nowhere else in the
world will volt find so many peo
pie shopping as trerpientiv and
,p! freely. Nowhere else will you
find so great a quantity and varier, of products. The Illinois
C.entral works day and night moving all these things fmm farm
and mine and factory' to your community. By doing this jot, well,
the Illinois Central strives t? earn the right to your continued
friendship and patronage.

Cartoon & Comedy
TUE. - WED. - THUR.

tton that has moved via Illinois Central from fields to

Illinois Central handled nearly 800.000 tons of cotton to help

KENTUCKY
STATE FAIR

Phones 70, 428 FAIRGROUNDS

from the fields of the South . . . made

gins, to textila mills, tO• dress mantifarturers. to you. Last year

SALE ENDS SEPT. I
BUY YOURS NOW
Tickets ars,good at gate any day or night.

CITY DRUG CO.

THE SENMOR
WAS INDISCREET

%

The local FARM BUREAU is sponsoring
the sale of t:ckets in your County. Gat
the. at your drug, hardware, grocery,
and implement stores, also at Banks and
th• County Agent's office..

MONDAY

William Powell
Ella Raines

esses of cotton

Advance lickets Now on Sa13

That's liecause in our
'Whitman's Refrigerated
Candy Department every box
of these delicious confections
keeps its richness and tastinass
the v.-ay you want them—the
way you expect them from
Whitman's!

Cartoon and Serial

E

SEPT 12-18

EVERY BOX YOU BUY HERE
IS GUARANTEED FRESH

OVERLAND TRAILS
SUNDAY

traits. The kind you're seeing everywhere this summer

at Our Store!

Johnny Mack Brown
Virginia Belmont
in

SOTTUED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COI/4 COMPANY BY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
01948, The Coca-Cola Cor.P.,Y

MAIN

LINE

OF

W. A. JOHNITON
President

MID -AMERICA

G UT ..... Everything Must Go

:
nu,TitiTUL.

:73

MAKING ROOM FOR NEW BUSINESS
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Shotgun Shells, 22-Cal. Rifles 12, 16, 20-Gauge Shot,

cmPl ,t1T,

...,.TERMS'CASH
iqP0,fit,G1!p
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Tab e,Portable, Console, Car, Radios, Combinations—
eal Congoleum Rugs--$8.60.
121 $P3.95 to $269. 9
f(''',
•
ns, Waffle Irons, Presto
-1Efeebsiclrons, T

nmot

Ins'

'.i.v COMPANY, 324 EIPT

NE.,(907
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I-H Beef Shoi
ro Be Aug. 11

The Annual Fulton
4-H club Beef Calf StIC
held at the Fulton Fa,lr
Wednesday. August 11U
a. m. This event is spot
the Fulton County Fart
anci will be supervist
coni:-...ittee composed
Williamson. Weldon K
Counly Agent. John E
There will be three
of premiums.
Cla.ss I Economical
.$Ion
First
Eecond
Third
1:13-. II Ribbon firm
Ehh.te Ribbon Calves
Red Ribbon Calves
White Ribbon Calves
'Class III Championshlt
F:rst Place
Second Place
Third Place
Fourth Place
About twenty beef ca
been fed out by club
and v111 be entered in

Fulton Mo. Cc
Is Boys Camp
LiNt Saturday night.

ton Xlotor Court \sits 1
YMCA bo)i. and their
-from Pique. Ohio. The
making a tour of thr
from Ohio to California
'tally-built truck, rain
every night rind doing
own cooking.

1...tanatuvonvansapairniiise

11
ALTItRI 1.t,

All members are mg
coin pitmen tary dinner
/or :he first day. Th
County Hosnemakers I
the dinner on the sec
The public ts invited
days.

ett,. aren't they? Mother and daughter - and their new

—only The

dinadi

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Pituta have now been
ed for Fulton Coun
-Patin Bureau Annual
be held at the old Fult
ty.lair Grounds at Ful
tucky on August llth,
Gehee, Secretary, rep
day.

Ben Kilgore formc
tire Secretary, Kentuc
Bureau Federation wii
principal speaker on L
A Felton County Farr
Queen will be selected
site will compete late
District Meet to see wl
ty in the Purchase wi
Queen to the State Cor
John B. Watts, coun
and Mrs. Bertha McLe
demonstration agent,
chare of the 4-H C
bits.

Parade of Sport Thrills

KING OF THE
OLYMPICS

Farme
Farm E
111-

•
.‘"4.

Class No. 11 Roadsters to Bike
(40) Miss Batchelor
(46) Senator 2

Greg

4.."'")
4)
7r
j
r
A;./
‘:

e
E. C. Walters. Mayfield
C. L. Fields, Milan, Tenn.
Bunky Gay, Wi.,7kliffe
Fairviev.• Farms, Humboldt.
Tenn.
Dr. J. W. Oursler, Humboldt. Tenn.
Jane White, Fulton
Rufus Latall, Memphis

VOLUME SEVENTEE1

1

Class No. 10 Five -Gaited Open
E. C. Walters
Bob McKeloy
Bunky Gay
Billie Goodrich

Olk

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

Bob Cocke. Wickliffe
H. S. Alexander, Clinton
W. W. Levon, Pelham,
Tenn.
T. T. Lincaster, Bruceton.
Tenn.
Joe Bobbitt, Jackson
Bill Harlan, Ripley, Tenn.
Dr. N. B. Hardeman, Henderson. Tenn.

(26) Helen Joyce
_
(37) Gray Dawn
(38) Charlie Willie
(28) Barrymore's Ace

\fight

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
GIN
RUM
L1QUER

Class No. 8 Fine Harness Horses

3

EYES OF TEXAS

Starch of Time—Cartoon
& Fox News

B. Henderson

(27) Duke of Windsor

FULTON

'AO). ,MARJORIE MAIN

B

Class No. 7 'Open Pleasure Horses

*I.tsa0

The boss pitched t
tents on the lawn ot
courts and prepared th
over open fires on the
Commenrting on the u
pect of the visit, J. E. H
assistant courts snanaj
"We enjoyed having tin
were happy to offer
use of our grounds, $
course were free. Ws
glad to offer the same
ities to any other grim]
ilar nature who are
through Futton lookit
place to.spend the nig
The group from Piq
second YMCA lour from
city this year to make
fornia trip. According
E. Middleswart, "A"'
who accompanied the
Piqua "V" also sponsor
Mammoth OM% the Nes
States and Canadh.
All of the youngster
group were under 10
age, it was reported.

